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CONSTRUCTION FUNCTORS
FOR TOPOLOGICAL SEMIGROUPS

THOMAS T. BOWMAN

In the study of semigroups there often exists a natural
decomposition of a semigroup into a semilattice of sub-
semigroups of known structure. The harder question is, given a
semilattice of semigroups to construct from these components a
larger semigroup. If in addition, the given semilattice and
semigroups are topological, this paper studies the construction of
topological semigroups with emphasis on the functorial nature of
the construction. It is shown that a semilattice of topological
monoids has a unique minimal compatible topology. This is a
new characterization of a topology that has been widely used in
the special case of compact semigroups, but in the general case it
does not necessarily give rise to a Hausdorff topology. It also
lacks desirable functorial properties. In §2, a topological con-
struction is given which satisfies the desired functorial
properties. In §3, we restrict our attention to subcategories and
sufficient conditions for the constructed topologies to be
Hausdorff. The constructed topologies of §§2 and 3 were moti-
vated by the topologies of dual semigroups in a Pontryagin type
duality.

The technique of constructing semigroups by combining simpler
semigroups or groups has been widely used in algebraic and compact
semigroups. A. H. Clifford [6, p. 128] used this method to describe
semigroups which are a union of groups and whose set of idempotents
forms a semilattice. Also, Hofmann and Mostert [9, pp. 139-142] used
this chaining procedure in their description of compact irreducible
semigroups. The author in [2] studied construction of compact semi-
groups over compact Lawson semilattices, and used this method to
describe the category of compact Clifford semigroups. A good survey of
the construction of compact semigroups is found in [4].

This paper will study the construction of arbitrary topological
semigroups. Since it is possible to chain Hausdorff semigroups in a
reasonable fashion and not obtain a Hausdorff semigroup, we shall work
in the category of not necessarily Hausdorff topological semigroups. A
semigroup 5 will be called a w -topological semigroup if 5 is endowed
with a not necessarily Hausdorff topology and the multiplication of S is a
continuous map from S x S into S. A Trtoρological semigroup is a
w -topological semigroup with a Tx topology. We follow general usage
in that compactness will also mean Hausdorff. If Y is a partially
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ordered set, then Y will be considered a category by defining x —» y if
and only if x ^ y. An order preserving map of partially ordered sets
may also be viewed as a functor. If X is a semilattice and G is a functor
from X into the category of semigroups, for x ^ y E X denote G(x -> y)
by Gyx. Let C1(X, G) be a disjoint union of G(x), x EX. C1(X, G)
becomes a semigroup if multiplication is defined in the following manner:
for 5 E G(JC), ί E G(y)and u = x Λ y, define st = Gux(s)Guy(ί). ForXa
7>topological semilattice and G a functor from X into the category of
w -topological semigroups 5̂ , this paper studies the topologies on
C1(X, G) that have the following properties: (i) C1(X, G) is a w-
topological semigroup; (ii) for each x EX, the topology of G(x) coin-
cides with the subspace topology; and (iii) the projection
map p: C1(X, G)—»X is continuous. A topology on C1(X, G) satisfying
(i), (ii) and (iii) is said to be compatible. In this paper, we construct a
compatible topology 3~λ for C1(X, G). If G is a functor whose codomain
is the category of w-topological semigroups with identity, then 3Ί is the
minimal compatible topology. It will be shown in the text why the 3~x

topology is not completely satisfactory. The major problem is that it
lacks certain desirable functorial properties.

A topology SΓ2 will be defined using colimits that will satisfy the
functorial properties. By restricting our attention to a subcategory of
Γrtopological semilattices (which contains locally compact T2 Lawson
semilattices and compact T2 semilattices) and by requiring the functors to
satisfy certain conditions related to inverse limits, a compatible topology
3~0 may be defined which avoids the use of colimits. Also, SΓ0 satisfies
the desired functorial properties. Sufficient conditions for SΓ0 to be
Hausdorff and compact are given.

1. The 3Ί topology. Let % denote the category of TJ-
topological semilattices with continuous homomorphisms as
morphisms. For XEob(%?) and G a functor from X into 5̂ , in
C1(X,G) let U = {p-1(U): U open in X}. For fc E X and VCG(fc),
define W(k, V) = {s E C1(X, G): p(s) =u£k or Gku(s)E V}. Let 35̂
be the collection of all W(k, V) where k EX and V open in G(k).

THEOREM 1.1. IfXEob{%) and if G is a functor from X into &>, the
collection of sets II U SBi forms a subbasis for a compatible topology SΓλ on
C1(X, G). Furthermore, if G is a functor into the full subcategory of
monoids, then 3Ί is the minimal compatible topology.

Proof. Let &Ί be the topology generated by U and 2δi. We first
show that 3ΓX is a semigroup topology. Let s E G(JC), ί E G ( y ) and
u = x Λ y. If st E p~\U) where U is an open set of X, there exist open
sets Dλ and D2 in X of x and y, respectively, such that DXD2 C U. It
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follows that p~x(D^) and p~1(D2) are open sets of 5 and ί, respectively, in
C1(X,G) such that p-1(D1)p~1(D2)CU. If steW(k,V), where
W(k, V)ESBi, we consider the cases u^t k and u^k. If u^t fc, then
/ k = { y 6 X : yfe^fc} is an open set of X, and st Ep~ι(Jk)C
W(k, V). As proved above there exist Au A 2 E It such that sEAu

tEA2 and st GΛ1Λ2Cp~1(Λ)C W(k, V). If u ^ fc, then there exist
open neighborhoods Bj and JB2 in G(k) of G^(5) and Gwy(ί), respec-
tively, such that B Λ C V . Now W{k,B) and W(fe,JS2) are open
neighborhoods of 5 and t respectively, with W(k,B1)W(k,B2)C
W(k, V). It follows that multiplication is a continuous map.

Since for each U open in X, p~x{U)E:3Ί, p is a continuous
map. Observe that p~ι(U) Π G(fc) is either G(fc) or void, and also for
W(k, V)e28! and x EX, W(k, V)ΠG(x) is equal to either G(x) or
Gfaί(V) and so is open in G(x). Also, W(k, V)Π G(fe) =
V. Therefore ^ is compatible.

Suppose that SΓ is a compatible topology and each G(x), JC E X, has
an identity lx. Fix W(fc, V)ESB1 and let {sβ} be a net in C1(X,G)~
W(/c, V) which converges to s relative to 3". Then p(sa)^k for all α
and hence

Gkpis)(s) = 45 = 4 lim sa = lim /k5α

= limGkp(Sa)(sa)GG(k)-V as G* ( f a )(s β)e G(fc)- V

for all a.

Since X is a Ti space with a continuous semilattice multiplication,
p(5)^fc and so s E C1(X, G ) ~ W(fc, V). Hence W(fc, V ) E ^ and
S®!C^Ί. Clearly by compatibility, U c J . Hence, ^CST.

DEFINITION 1.2. Let (ϋf, 5̂ ) denote the category of all pairs (X, F),
where X E o&(#) and F is a functor from X to #. If (X, F) and (Y, G)
are objects of ($?, 5 )̂, then a morphism from (X, F) to (Y, G) is a pair
(e, ω), where £:X—»Y is a continuous homomorphism and ω is a
natural transformation from F to Ge. If (e, ω) and (δ, 17) are morphisms
from (X, F) to (Y, G) and (Y, G) to (Z, H), respectively, composition is
defined as follows:

(δ, η)°(e, ω) = (δ ° 6, ηe ° ω).

Subcategories of (Sf, 5̂ ) are called semilattice decomposition categories
of topological semigroups.

REMARK. In [2], a category similar to the one in the preceding
definition was used in the construction of compact semigroups. These
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methods were used further to give a description of the category of
compact inverse semigroups whose sets of idempotents are Lawson
semilattices: every point has a fundamental system of neighborhoods
which are subsemilattices. As in [2], it would be desirable to construct a
functor from ($?, if) to if. This will be accomplished by assigning to
each object (X, G) of (2ίf, if) a compatible topology on C1(X, G) in such a
manner that a functor from (̂ f, if) to if is formed in a natural way. It is
conjectured that the 3~λ topology is not functorial.

2. The SΓ2 topology. In this section let ^ be a co-complete
category of w -topological semigroups, and ($f, ζβ) the full subcategory of
($?, if) consisting of the functors whose codomains are (€.

REMARK. TO stipulate that % is a co-complete category of w-
topological semigroups does not imply that ^ is a co-complete subcate-
gory of if. For example, the category ίfH of Hausdorfϊ topological
semigroups is co-complete, but is not a co-complete subcategory of if.

The categories ifH and if can readily be seen to be complete*. The
fact that ifH and if are co-complete follows from the discussion on pages
141-142 of [11], checking the solution set condition by a standard
counting argument, and applying Freyd's coadjunct existence theorem.

DEFINITION 2.1. If X E ob(βS) we form a new category called the
augmented category of X which will be denoted by X*. The objects of
X* are the elements of X, the open prime ideals of X and the empty set
0 . If α, b E X*, then a —» b if and only if one of the following holds: (i)
α, b E X and a ^ b, (ii) a E X, ft is an open prime ideal and a £ 6, (iii) α
and 6 are open prime ideals of X and α D f), or (iv) b = 0 .

If (X, G) E 0fe(^, <g), we extend the functor G to a functor from X*
to % which we also denote by G, by defining for an open prime ideal a of
X (or for a = 0),

G(a) = colim{G(x); Gy x: y g χ £ α } .

For Λ: E X and x g α, GflJC is the canonical map defined by the colimit
diagram. For open prime ideals a ^ b (or b = 0), G6a: G(a)-+ G(b) is
defined by the uniqueness of the universal property of colimits.

Suppose (X, G) is an object of ($f, (€). For each open prime ideal a
(orα = 0 ) a n d L/CG(α),let W(a, U) = {s EC1(X, G): w = p ( s ) E a or
Gαu(s) E I/}. Let 2B2 be the collection of all sets of the form W{a, U),
where a is an open prime ideal of X or a = 0 and U is open in G(a).

THEOREM 2.2. For (X, G) an object of {%, <£), rfce collection of sets

For the completeness of 5 Ĥ and y we must allow the void semigroup.
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U U 2B2 forms a subbasis for a compatible semigroup topology %Γ2 on

C1(X,G).

Proof. Let SΓ2 be the topology generated by UU2δ2. We first
show that 2Γ2 is a semigroup topology for C1(X, G). For an element
JCEX, since X is Ti, the set Jx = {y E X : yx/ x} is an open prime
ideal. Also since x is the least element of X-/ x , G(x) =
colim{G(z), Gyz: y ^z£Jx}. For an open set U of G(x), we have
W(x, U) = W(JX, U) which implies that 3^ C2B2. In view of the proof
of 1.1 it suffices to consider the case st E W(a, V) where a is an open
prime ideal or a = 0 . If p(s) p(t) = p(sί)E α then let IΛ and U2 be
open sets containing p(s) and p(ί)> respectively, such that U1U2Ca. It
follows that sep-ι(Ux), tGp'ι(U2)9 and p'\U1)p'ι{U2)Cp'\a)C
W(a9V). If p(st)£a then p(s)£α and p(t)ka. Thus
Gαp(S)(s)Gαp(ί)(ί)E V. Using continuity of multiplication on G(a) one
obtains open sets Vx and V2 containing Gαp(s)(s) and Gαp(ί)(ί), respec-
tively, such that Vι V2 C V. It follows that s E W(a, Vλ\ t E W(α, V2) and
W(α, V,)W(fl, V2) C W(α, V).

Since J j C ^ , to show that G(x) inherits its original topology, it
suffices to observe that if W{a, V)E2S2 then W(a, V)Γ\ G(x) is either
G(x) or G'liVy

Continuity of p is obvious, as &Ί C SΓ2.

THEOREM 2.3. // (X, F) is an object of (#, «), rfe/ine C12(X, F) ro fee
C1(X, F) wiί/i ίΛe 5"2 topology, and if (e, ω) is a morphism from (X, F) to
(Y,G) de/ϊne Cl2(6,ω): C12(X,F)->C12(Y, G) fcy

Cl2(€,ω)(s) = ωx(s) if s E F(x).

Then Cl2 ̂  α /wncίor from (£?, <β) to Sf.

Proof. It will be shown that C12(6, ω) is continuous. That Cl2(e, ω) is
a homomorphism and that Cl2 preserves composition of morphisms are
straightforward verifications. Let / = Q2(e, ω). For U an open set of
Y,Γ(P~\U)) = p-'ie-'iU)) which is an open set of C12(X,F). For
W(a, V) a subbasic open set of C12(Y, G), b = e~\a) is an open prime
ideal of X or b = 0 . For x ^ y E X - 6, Gα e ( x )°ω x = G α e ( y )

o ω y °Fyx.
Since F(fc) = colim{F(x), Fyx: y g x E X - 6}, there exists a unique con-
tinuous homomorphism ωb: F(b)->G(a) such that for all xEX-b,
ωb °Fbx = Gα E { x )°ω r It follows that V = ω ΐ 1 ( V ) is an open set of
F(b). It will be shown that W(b, V') = /"1(W(α, V)). Suppose
5 E W(ί>, V') K p(s) E fc, then p(f(s)) = e(p(s))E a. By definition of
W(a, V), /(s) E W(α, V). If u = p(s) E X - ft, then
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GaξΞ(u)of(s)=GaE(u)°ωx(s)=ωboFbu(s)eωb(V')C V.

Hence /(s)e W{a, V). It follows that W{b, V')Qf-ι{W{a, V)). Sup-
pose ίe/" 1(W(α,V)). If p(ί)Ξf>, then ί G W(ί>, V). If D =
p ( 0 G X - M h e n G f l e ( ϋ ) o ω ϋ ( 0 = ω b oF t e ( ί )e V. Thus Fbϋ(ί)G ω^(V) =
V and ί G W(6, V). It follows that W(fc, V) = /"*(W(α, V)).

The inverse images of subbasic open sets of C12( Y, G) are open in
C12(X, F), which implies that the map / = Cl2(e, ω) is continuous.

THEOREM 2.4. Let G be a functor from a Hausdorff semilattice X to
a co-complete category ̂ >H of Hausdorff topological semigroups. For each
xGX, define the map φx: G(x)^>ΏG(a) (a an open prime ideal or
a=0) with xE(X-a)° by φx(s) = (Gax(s)). If for each x G X, the
map φx is one-to-one, then J~2 is Hausdorff.

Proof. Suppose 5, t G C12(X, G). It p(s)^ p(t), then s and t may
be separated by inverse images of open sets of X. Suppose u = p(s) =
p(t). Since the map φu is one-to-one, there exists an open prime ideal a
of X such that u G (X - a)° and Gau(s)/ Gau(t). Since G(a) is Haus-
dorff, there exist disjoint open neighborhoods Vλ of s and V2 of t. Then
W(α, Vx) Π p~\(X - a)°) and W(a, V2) Π p'\{X - α)°) are disjoint open
neighborhoods of s and ί, respectively.

REMARK. Any inverse limit preserving functor from a compact
Lawson semilattice to compact semigroups satisfies the conditions of
2.4. It seems plausible that a modification of 2.4 may generalize the
chaining results of [2] to a larger class of compact semilattices.

3. The SΓo topology. For XB% and JCGX, let i?(jc) =
{y G X: x G U(y)°} where U(y) = {z G X: z ^ y}.

DEFINITION 3.1. A semilattice X of X is said to be neighborhood
prime bounded (NPB) if for each open prime ideal R (or R = 0) and
every JC G (X - I?)°, # ( * ) Π (X - R) ^ 0 .

REMARK. Any compact semilattice or any locally compact Lawson
semilattice is NPB. Also, note that for a NPB semilattice ££{x) is a
(upwards) directed subset.

The next proposition shows that when the semilattice is NPB the
conditions of 2.4 may be simplified.

PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose X is a NPB semilattice of % and G is a

functor from X to a co-complete category %H of Hausdorff
semigroups. For each x G X, define the map ηx: G(x)—>ΠG(z), z G
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£(x), by ηx(s) = (Gzx(s)). Then for x E X, ηx is one-to-one ifandonly if
φx (of 2.4) is one-to-one.

Proof Suppose ηx is one-to-one. For sj^t elements of G(x),
there exists a y E ^ ( x ) such that Gyx{s)/ Gyx(t). Now b =
{z E X: zy ^ y} is an open prime ideal, and since y is the least element of
X- b, G(b) = G(y) and Gbx = Gyx. Therefore, Gbx(s)/ Gbx(t) which
implies φx(s)^φx(t).

Suppose φx is one-to-one. There exists an open prime ideal a (or
a = 0 ) such that x E ( X - α ) ° and Gax(s)ϊ Gax(t). Since X is NPB
there exists an element z E J£(x) Π (X - α). Since Gαx = Gαz ° Gzx,
Gα x(s)^ Gαx(ί) implies Gzx(s)έ Gzx(t) which implies T?X(S)^ ηx(t).

DEFINITION 3.3. If X is a NPB semilattice of f̂, a functor is said to
be (semi-) continuous from below if for each x E X, ηx is an (embedding)
iseomorphism (into) onto invlim(G(z), Gy x: y ^ z E 3?(x)}CϊlG(z),

NOTATION. Let °ίJ denote the full subcategory in 3f of all NPB
semilattices. Also, let [scb(% ίf)] cb(% &>) denote the full subcategory
in (%,&) of all pairs (X,G), where XEofc(^) and G is [semi-]
continuous from below.

Suppose (X, G) is an object of scb(&,&). For k E X and A a
subset of G(k% define V(k,A) = {s EC1(X, G): p(s) = u E LΓ(fc)° and
Gfcu(s)E A}. Let T be the collection of all V(k, A), where it E X and
A is open in G(fc).

THEOREM 3.4. // (X, G) w an object of scb(<&, 5 )̂, tfien the collec-
tion of all A Π 2?, w/iere A 6 7 and JB E It, /orms a basis for a compatible
topology 3Ό for C1(X, G).

Proof Let ^o be the topology generated by the collection of sets
f u l l . We first show that the collection of all sets A Γ) B, where AEV
and B E It, forms a basis for the topology SΓ0. If s E C1(X, G), then a
fundamental basic neighborhood D of s is of the form

D =p-1(i/,)n np-^i/on v(fe1? won n v(Jtw wn)

where Uu--,Ur are open in X, /c1? , kn E X and Wt is open in
G(fc,). Let l / = [ / 1 Π n i / , For each /E{l, ,n}, Jki =
{x E X: xkiϊέ fcj is an open prime ideal of X, and / = U Jki (i = 1, , n)
is an open prime ideal of X such that x E (X - J)°. Since X is NPB,
there exists a fc E X such that x E U(k)° and k E X - /. For each
/ e {1, , n}, GfakO Gkp(s)(5) = Gkφis)(s) which implies G^(Wi) is an open
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neighborhood of Gkp(s)(s) in G(k). Let W = Π G^W,) (i = 1, , n).
Then s G V(z, W) C V(jk,, WO Π Π V(kn, Wn). Thus s G p '^ί/) Π
V(z, W) C D. Observe that U is contained in the basis because for any
xGX, W(x, G(x)) = C1(X, G), and T is contained in the basis since

The proof that 3Ό is a semigroup topology is similar to that found in
the proofs of 1.1 and 2.2.

We now show that SΓ0 is a compatible topology. The continuity of p
follows immediately from the fact that U C SΓQ. It is clear that for each
k EX the relative subspace topology of G(k) with respect to ZΓ0 is
weaker than the topology of G(k). Denote invlim{G(y), G z y : z ^ y E
&(k)} by H(k). It is given that the mapτ/fc: G(fc)-*H(fc)CΠG(y),
y G i?(/c), is an embedding. It follows that the ηk inverse images of a
subbasis of H(k) form a subbasis of G(fc). If for wGi'(lc),
πuk: H(k)-*G(u) denotes the projection, then Guk-τruk°ηk. The
collection of all sets π~l(Bu), u G ££{k) and Bu an open subset of G(w),
forms a subbasis for the topology of H(k). But ηl1

 TΓ^(JBU) =

V(M, β u) ΓΊ G(fc) which implies the subspace topology contains a subbasis
for the topology of G(k). It follows that the topology of G(k) is the
same as the subspace topology induced from 9Ό.

In the following theorem, Cl0 is defined in the same fashion as Cl2 in
2.3.

THEOREM 3.5.

(i) Clo is a functor from scb(% if) to Sf.
(ii) // °tJH is the full subcategory of Hausdorff NPB semilattices, Cl0

restricted to the subcategory scb{^HiίfH) is a functor into ίfH.
(iii) // 3fc is the full subcategory of compact semilattices and ίPc is the

full subcategory of compact semigroups, then Clo restricted to cb{d£c, &c) is
a functor into 3*c>

Proof of (i). What needs to be shown is that if
(e,ω): (X,F)-^(Y,G) is a morphism in scb(^,^), then / = Clo(e,ω)
from Clo(X,F) to Clo(Y, G) is continuous. Let sGClo(X,F) and let
p~\U)n V(k,W) be a fundamental open neighborhood of f(s) as
described in 3.4. Now /"1(p"1(ί/)) = p"1(€"1(l/)) which is open in
C1O(X,F). If Jk = {y G Y: ykέ fc}, then P = e1^) is an open prime
ideal of X such that p(s)E(X-P)°. Since X is NPB, there exists a
ze<β(x) such that z G X - P. If W = ω ^ G ϊ L ω W ) , then W is an
open subset of F(z). Now p'^e'^f/)) Π V(z, W) is an open neighbor-
hood of s which is contained in f~x{p~ι{U) Π V(/c, W)) which implies / is
continuous at s.

Proof of (ii). Suppose (X, G) is an object of scb(^H, % ) and
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further suppose s^ t are elements of C1O(X, G). If p{s)j^ p(t), then in
X there exist disjoint open neighborhoods Ux of p(s) and U2 of
p(t). Then p'^Ut) and p~ι(U2) are disjoint open neighborhoods of 5
and t respectively. Now assume p(s)~ p(t). Since ηx is one-to-one,
there exists an element z Gi?(x) such that G z x ( s ) ^ G2 X(ί). In G(z),
there exist disjoint open neighborhoods Wx of G z x(s) and W2 of
Gzx(f). It follows that V(z, WΊ) and V(z, W2) are disjoint open neigh-
borhoods of 5 and t respectively.

Proof of (iii). Let (X, G) be an object of cb{%c, &c). Suppose {sa}9

α E Λ , is a net in C1O(X, G). Letting xa—p{sa)y a net in X is
obtained. Since X is compact, the net {xa} has a convergent subnet, so it
may be assumed without loss of generality that {jcα} converges to JC. Let
<d 2 )EΠG(z), zE£(x). Define the net {ία}, α E Λ , in ΠG(z), zE
2(x), by

G (s ) x > z

Since Π G ( z ) , z E i?(x) , is compact, it may be assumed that {ta}, α E Λ ,

converges to t E Π G ( z ) , z E £{x). For i^j E «S?(JC) define

Now invlim{G(z), G y 2 : y g z E ^ ( x ) } = Π ̂  ( i S / ε ί ( x ) ) . If k^
I E i?(jc), since lim xa = JC, there exists an a0EA such that for a ^ α0?

xa E U(k)° and G/fc (ίβ (fe)) = ta (/). Thus for α ^ α0, ί« E P lk and since Plk

is closed, t = lim ίβ E P/k. Hence ί E Π Piy (/ ^ / E i?(x)) =
invlim{G(z), G y 2 : y S z E C^(JC)}. Since η x is an iseomorphism let s be
the element of G{x) such that τj x (s)=ί, i.e., for k E J £ ( J C ) , Gfcx(5) =
ί(fc). To establish that lim sa = 5 , it suffices to show that for any
k E !£{x) and any open subset W of Gkx(s) in G(fe) that {sa} is finally in
V(fc, W). Now lim xα = x implies there is a βQ E A such that for v ^ β0,
x, E l/(fe). Restricted to v ^ β0,

lim GfacίsJ = lim tυ(k) = t(k) = Gk x(5) E W.

Thus {sa} is finally in V(fc, W) which implies {sα} converges to s in

C1O(X, G).

REMARK. If (X, G) is an object of scb(^,50, then on C1(X,G),
SΓQCSΓXC3~2. Suppose M is the full subcategory in if of topological
monoids. If (X, G) is an object of scb(^, M\ then by 1.1, 3~0 = 3~x on
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C1(X, G). So Cli may be viewed as a functor on scb((2/, M). It is in this
category that construction methods have been applied. The topologies
used in [2], [5], [7], [8], [9] and [10] are the SΓ0 = 3Ί topology. In the
duality Theorem 3.4 of [3], condition B is similar to continuity from
below. By virtue of 1.1, the unique topology on a semigroup that is
naturally isomorphic to its second dual is the SΓ0 topology. If the
semilattice is locally compact, 2.4 of [1] implies the generating idempo-
tents in 5B{x) form a cofinal subset of ϊ£(x). Therefore, condition B is
equivalent to continuity from below, and 3~0 = 3~x. A small amount of
study will reveal that the topology (2.2 of [2]) of the character semigroup
is a modification of the 3~2 topology.
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